-/ STRAIL® B-kerbstone
STRAIL® Broad Kerbstone – no prefabricated foundation

u

no prefabricated foundation required

u

better load transfer due to the larger contact area of the B-kerbstones

u

shorter installation times mean shorter blocking periods = cost savings

u

no slow zone on the opposite track necessary

u

corrections in vertical and horizontal direction possible (without great effort)

Not only level crossing systems have changed over the years. Our constructions have been further developed as well and
as of now we also supply a broad kerbstone which can be installed very fast and easily without a foundation.
The installation of large prefabricated foundation parts is not required here so that it is not necessary to dig out ballast
deeply at the rail head. The filling structure beneath the sleeper is not destroyed and the substructure remains intact.
In addition, there is no need to mix adhesive mortar (levelling layer).
A compacted ballast base course 0/45 mm (or alternatively KG2 Mat. 0/32 mm) forms the substructure for the STRAIL
B-kerbstones. These are then directly placed onto the levelling layer (high quality chipping material 2/8).
Furthermore, the track is not held in place by the prefabricated foundations anymore and can therefore be
corrected with relatively little effort. This saves between 40 - 50 % of installation time which consequently means:
lower costs due to shorter blocking periods.
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